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Welcome to GOOD DEED
GOOD DEED by Cosmic Budz Clan (CBC) is an NFT collection series. Our main goal is to
spread the positive aspects of music with the power of our fellow CBC members.

Our mission is to be the entryway to NFTs and Web3 for minority groups that are not yet
connected to the world of crypto. HIPHOP and REGGAE industries are one of these groups.

Whether you are already knowledgeable about NFT and Web3, or are new to these worlds, we
invite you to join us in the fellowship of a diverse community of people and enjoy together the
various CBC utilities that we will cover later in this Whitepaper. Let's share our love and spread
this great music to the world.

CBC Utilities and Projects

・GOOD DEED Token
・Concierge
・Access to GOOD DEED`s own media channel
・GOOD DEED Museum
・Ownership
・Special Delivery
・Party Rocker
・Prop Up the Music
・Meet and Greet
・Special Invitation

GOOD DEED Mission
We had our lives saved by music. And now we are going to change the world.

Needless to say, there are many people whose lives have been saved by music. We truly feel
that they have saved our minds and bodies.

Some people in the world are forced to live in poverty because they cannot afford a decent
education. Some of them are stuck in the local rules and end up committing crimes. Some do
work they don't even want to do to earn money. Most of the time, they have no other choice in
order to survive. However, people are sometimes saved when they get to know HIPHOP and
REGGAE music. Others have made a name for themselves by making a living from music and
climbed out of poverty. Sometimes they go on to do good deeds, such as helping the poor in
their own communities.



Our mission is to spread the good things about the minority groups to the world, and to grow our
own community to a greater extent. And to believe in the potential of music, and to do and
meditate on the GOOD DEEDs we can do in our community to help those who suffer from
poverty.

Our Goal
Our ultimate goal is to get rid of the prejudice and misunderstanding about music such as
HIPHOP and REGGAE. And to make a world full of love and peace with the GOOD DEEDs that
we will do, created by the world we believe in.

GOOD DEED Token

Our GOOD DEED NFTs are made on the ETH chain, which is the most valuable in the NFT
industry. However, although the ETH chain is constantly being updated, the cost of transactions
remains high. That is why we built our tokens using the XX chain to reduce the cost of
transactions.
The protocol is a token, but fully complied with the law, we built our token on the concept of
`points`.
We make it so that our tokens cannot be used unless you have a GOOD DEED NFT in your
wallet, which increases the NFT retention rate.
It is a keystone point of our Web3, as it can be used in various places within our project and is
awarded according to the contribution to the project. It can be used for special items in our
merch store, concert tickets and collab T-shirts from artists who are our ally, and GOOD DEED
sponsored events. Depending on how things go in the future, it will bring us many benefits.

Concierge
Our goal is to create a clan where all members are music enthusiasts. But still, most people in
our industry do not have BTC or even ETH. Holding ETH in their Metamask and minting NFTs is
a complicated process for those people. The Super Whitelist is for those kinds of people. Even if
they don't have any NFT experience, we will support them in our DISCORD, etc., and GOOD
DEED MEDIA will have articles on how a beginner can buy an NFT, step by step. For people
who still can not figure it out, we are working on a website to mint NFTs with credit cards, mint
NFTs with cash, and so on.

GOOD DEED Media
This is our own media channel to promote our activities to the world.
We will cover music news, crypto news, etc. We will also promote people who help us and ask a
major PR company to do PR for us each time so that we can reciprocate the favor. We will
actively cover news about the artists and celebrities who are Ally members of GOOD DEED to
reach out to their fan base and gain utility to GOOD DEED members by collaborating with them.
We will make a media that can firmly show the newbies in the crypto and NFT industry the right



path so that they will not be fooled by fake news. We will also give away tokens to those to RT
and like our articles so that all of our articles will not be buried and will be spread around the
world.

GOOD DEED Museum
This is the place to sell NFTs of GOOD DEED members, and we are planning to sell and
promote NFTs of GOOD DEED`s ally artists and celebrities. At this stage, the focus is on
marketing to spread the name of GOOD DEED by making NFTs available for purchase by
non-GOOD DEED members. We are also planning to create a memorial museum that will
display NFTs that are not for sale.
From here, we hope to create a series of generative NFTs by GOOD DEED members who have
acquired knowledge of NFTs, Web3, and DAO.

GOOD DEED Fund
A fund to spread good deeds using the power of music and our community. We will save a part
of our sales into the fund and gather donations from outside sources. We may donate to various
funds, but more importantly, we will be discussing what we can do to promote the good things
about music in our community and will be doing various activities in the future. We would like to
cover these activities in our own media and prove the greatness of music. Eventually, we plan to
convert this system into DAO.

Ownership
Own the NFT, own the art, own the business.

Special Delivery
You can get limited goods such as T-shirts, hoodies, grinders, trays, etc. at the GOOD DEED
members-only store. To increase the value of special goods exclusive to GOOD DEED
members, we are going to create products that the general public can also purchase, eventually.
We are also planning to create items in collaboration with mixed brands and artists.
Collaborations with various brands are already decided and coming up.

Party Rocker
GOOD DEED Official Club Party. One of our members is one of the leading party organizers in
Japan. Working with a wide variety of national and international partners, we will host this
private party in a variety of locations. Outdoor events, club events, dinner shows at hotels, NFT
and crypto study sessions, and much more. This will also be an opportunity to meet members of
the community in person and get to know them better.

Prop Up the Music



We have worked with most national HIPHOP and REGGAE artists in the past. We will take the
initiative to support the artists` NFT industry. In return for the publicity we receive from various
artists, we will actively support introducing them to the world of NFT, Web3, and DAO. This
results in us acquiring their whitelist, etc., and distributing them preferentially to our GOOD
DEED members.

Meet and Greet
We are planning many projects such as meeting our fellow artists in person, getting the right to
be in an artist's music video, and so on. Especially for the GOOD DEED members who have
contributed more or have deeper love for the artists may be able to grab that chance!

Special Invitation
As Covid19 settles down and all the restrictions start to ease, artists are beginning to go on
album tours and host big festival events. We would like to spread the word about these events
in our community and help the artists. This way, we can get free invitations to their parties, etc.

Metaverse
While many different companies are developing their Metaverse, we are not going to start
developing our own. This is because we know that only a handful of those companies will still be
around after a few years. However, we would like to host HIPHOP and REGGAE parties using
the Metaverse world that currently exists. We also believe that systems will be developed in the
future to meet the various Metaverse specifications, so we plan to develop a number of our own
unique products, such as 3DCG merchandise, and introduce them to the world of Metaverse.

ROADMAP

2022.Q3 ：Marketing and GOOD DEED Media initiated

2022. Q4 ： GOOD DEED Museum Initiated

2022.Q4 - 2023. Q1：NFT Launch, Token Distributed
Merch Store Initiated
Party organized

Our Producer - MACKO
Our project manager backed with a long line of crypto project experience.
He is also a top producer with experience of participating in over 7,000 successful music events
under his belt.



He is a leading producer and MC in the Japanese club music scene, and has hosted more than
7,000 hiphop parties in Japan, which is one of the most in Japan. The number of artists he
booked is also one of the most in Japan, and he has connections with most artists in Japan.
He is one of the top club producers, and it is often said that the clubs where `MC MACKO` is at
attracts the most customers in that city.  This is when he realized that his talent lies in marketing
and branding.

In recent years, he had worked as general producer of a club called "THE PINK" in Osaka,
which is known to be the `club battlefield` in Japan, and within half a year, he helped it grow to
the point where it is said to be the best club in Japan. He took advantage of the contradiction
that Japanese rap music is not played in Japanese clubs, despite it being popular, and spread
the boom all over Japan. Now his method is imitated all over Japan and is regarded as a
sample of attracting customers and marketing of current Japanese clubs.

His speciality is to bring his marketing and branding strategies created from his experience
acquired from the vast number of events he was involved in to other industries. His works often
are described as `world`s first` and `Japan's first`, and he loves what he does.

He was in charge of the marketing of Chiliz in Japan, (https://www.chiliz.com/jp/) (token that is
partnered with Barcelona, AC Milan, Juventus, and UFC) and on July 28, 2019, he held a
meetup at the Hotel Chinzanso with guests including Chiliz CEO Alexandre Dreyfus and
Kiyohiko Toyama, former Deputy Minister of Finance of the Parliamentary Friendship League for
Malta (former member of the House of Representatives). It was a great success with his ideas
to giveaway Juventus players` autographs and Chiliz tokens to those who participated in the
meetup.

Our Artist - CASPER
Casper is a leading international Graffiti artist from Osaka, Japan. He started graffiti art in 1996,
and established Sanei ART Studio in 2000. In 2005 he participated in Japan`s first graffiti
exhibition `X-COLOR`.
Casper is currently developing a wide range of activities for local and global audiences, working
in Asia, USA, Brazil, and Europe.
He has painted live at Japan's largest outdoor festival, `SUMMER SONIC` and `NAGISA`, has
been an invited artist at events organized by REDBULL, created a huge mural for the Nishinari
Art Project, painted on the roof of FENDI headquarters in Italy, designed the stage set for
Yoshimoto Shinkigeki, designed Craig David`s CD jacket, designed the interior for Polo Ralph
Lauren, and many other projects.

Our Team

KONIMARUNGO



Our director, and an aspiring novelist. He is the timekeeper for all GOOD DEED projects. He
covers everyone`s mistakes and boosts up the quality of our project. He plays a key role in
pushing the project forward.

TOM
Our Israeli Int`l BizDev specialist. His years in the FinTech and Crypto industry adds high value
to the team and project.

RYO
Our Chief Information Officer.
With wide technical and strategy experience, collecting information and data from the NFT,
crypto, and IT sphere and fits it to GOOD DEED in a perfect way.

DANI
An anime otaku from Columbia. He loves making anime figures. Also, the talented designer
behind our 3DCG items.

SHOKS
Our Global Manager from NY. With her background of knowing both Japanese and American
cultures, she fills the linguistic gap. She loves junk food but she's trying to improve her diet.

MATSUBE
Our multi-talented designer who has created more than 3,000 flyers for events, mainly graphic
designs, and has also designed many CD jackets for famous rappers and artists. His diverse
works range from apparels to product packages, and at GOOD DEED, he is in charge of the
making of the illustrations.

LIM XANGZI
An experienced web designer who has been creating websites for 20 years. He`s a bit timid but
has a huge head, and the only kind of hat he can wear is a knit cap. Perhaps it's because it`s
full of knowledge and expertise.

Our Allies

420 Recordz
HIFUMIYA
Sanei Art Studio
Joe Montana
Japanese Magenese
Will management
CBD OTAKU



Technology:

ETH Network - ERC 721

TOKEN:

NFT price: TBA

Number of NFTs: TBA


